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QUESTION: 48 

A customer wants a new tape library. The customer currently uses LTO-4 tapes but has 

some older archive tapes on LTO-3. What is the highest level tape drive the customer can 

install and still read the older archive tapes and write to current tapes? 

A. LTO-5

B. LTO-6

C. LTO-4

D. LTO-3

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 49 

Which type of business continuity does a customer provide who makes nightly flash copies 

at the primary data center? 

A. Disaster Recovery

B. Continuous data protection

C. Backup Strategy

D. Global Mirror

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 50 

A customer’s data center was constructed 15 years ago. Since then its growth has exceeded 

expectations and necessitated the deployment of a large number of servers, storage 

subsystems, and switches. The energy company is currently providing the maximum amount 

of electricity to the data center. What should the IBM Technical Specialist do to enable the 

customer’s continued ability to expand its computer and storage growth? 

A. Perform a consolidation study in order to reduce the energy used by the equipment in the

data center.

B. Determine how energy allocated to IT resources is used to produce business results.

C. Help to relocate the existing equipment to a larger data center with increased capacity

from the electric company.

D. Replace the existing equipment with Energy Star compliant equipment to reduce energy

requirements.



Answer: A 

QUESTION: 51 

Which feature in a DS8870 allows a customer to provide access to production data in its 

training environment without impacting the integrity of the production data? 

A. Thin provisioning

B. IBM FlashCopy

C. Real-time Compression

D. IBM Easy Tier

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 52 

A customer currently owns a Scalar LTO-5 SAS single drive autoloader. Planned future 

growth requires a tape library with capacity of four LTO-6drives and 40 data cartridges. 

Which IBM product meets the requirement while minimizing impact on the budget? 

A. TS2900

B. TS3200

C. TS3310

D. TS3100

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 53 

What is the minimum number of redundant key servers needed by multiple DS8870s when 

using disk encryption? 

A. 6

B. 1

C. 4

D. 2

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 54 

Which upgrade is possible for a customer with IBM FlashSystem 840? 



A. Systems purchased with eight 2 TB flash modules can be expanded to twelve 4 TB flash

modules.

B. Systems purchased with eight 4 TB flash modules can be expanded to twelve 2 TB flash

modules.

C. Systems purchased with eight 4 TB flash modules can be expanded to twelve 1 TB flash

modules.

D. Systems purchased with eight 2 TB flash modules can be expanded to twelve 2 TB flash

modules.

Answer: C 

Reference: 

http://www.redbooks.ibm.com/technotes/tips1079.pdf 

QUESTION: 55 

A customer is considering a storage consolidation project. Which tool should you use to 

help the customer understand that the IBM solution will be more cost-effective than the 

competitors? 

A. IBM Systems Consolidation Evaluation Tool

B. IBM System Storage Interoperation Center

C. IBM ATS Server Consolidation Monitor

D. IBM CompleteCenter

Answer: D 
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